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Fitwood Rocking Lounger LAAKSO beige with OHRA
cushions and wedges  

 

LAAKSO is a rocking lounger that is ideal
for moments of rest from daily activities
and offers a dedicated space for
relaxation. Inspired by the popular
children's version LUOTO, LAAKSO is
designed to provide a comfortable rocking
experience specifically for adults,
incorporating the well-known activity-
enhancing features of the LUOTO
climbing arch. The gentle rocking motion
has been proven to have numerous
calming and relaxing benefits, such as
reducing stress and reducing anxiety,
improving sleep quality and increasing
concentration.

 CHF 649.00  
      

      

Whether you like to relax and immerse yourself in a good book, playvideo games, watch your favorite
series or knit - LAAKSO is the perfect, cozy place for it. For the greatest possiblecomfort , the LAAKSO
rocking lounger is combined with the soft OHRA cushion and with specially developed wedges, you can
lock the rocking lounger and bring it into a certain position.

The LAAKSO rocking lounger and wedges are designed in Finland and manufactured in the EU from
sustainable birch plywood. They are available in birch color.

The OHRA cushion is made from 100% recycled fabric (87% recycled cotton, 13% recycled polyester -
Oeko-Tex Standard 100). The filling consists of 60% recycled polyester and 40% foam chips (may
contain individual down).

The LAAKSO rocking lounger is ideal for adults for:

reading books or knitting
playing video games
working remotely
Watching your favorite series
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taking a nap
Listening to podcasts
And much more

Scope of delivery: LAAKSO rocking lounger in beige, OHRA cushions, 1 pair of wedges in beige

Dimensions LAAKSO rocking lounger: L124 x W60 x H43cm, weight 5.6kg, load capacity 100kg, birch
Dimensions OHRA cushions: L180 x W66 x H13cm, weight 4.2kg, color in sand
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